
Key milestones at Tundra

Example case study:

App Medecins

Various work samples

Moved the design process to Figma

Revamped the design language

Conceptualized and designed the first Tundra mobile app

1 - Understanding the project

3 - Wireframes

2 - Structuring the base interface

4 - UI Design, Prototypes, Iterations

Lykke

DeinDeal

ChallengeBeat

Bank Alpinum

For more work samples, please contact me

chris@chrisdjango.com

Leading the design for Tundra for almost 2.5 years allowed me to have a big impact, 
from building the design team from scratch as well as working on countless projects.


Showcased here are a few of many milestones.

Established the Tundra Design System

A case study for a medical app which shows my typical design process.

Brief rundown of products and interfaces I worked on

Simplified & streamlined the process used from concept to engineering

Hands-on implementation plus alignment with Frontend

Lifted the design out of its MVP-state

Opened the next chapter for Tundra with native apps for iOS and Android

Gathering insights, doing research, studying user-data, 
understanding technical processes and the business goal.



The more knowledge 



For this project, a decision flow was created to fully merge the 
technical situation as well as the userflow.

As in most projects, wireframes helped to quickly share a vision 
and see potential challenges while being able to iterate effortlessly 
and many versions. 



We could already get feedback from users in this early stage, which 
provided valuable insights before even starting any visual design.

In alignment with the business requirements, the base 
information hierarchy was outlined.

As the concept was already tested, applying the UI Design and 
creating a clickable protoype allows for even more qualitative 
feedback before any code needs to be written.



Of course even after release, improvements and iterations are 
researched, tested and implemented.

Cryptocurrency trading platform and exchange

DeinDeal, one of the leading E-Commerce platforms in 
Switzerland, partnered and merged with Mystore.ch.

Sideproject app which let's you challenge your friends and yourself

Internal accounting software
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Tundra - Business tools
Tundra Business tools show a more in-depth look under the hood

mailto:chris@chrisdjango.com

